2011 Birding - The Big Year
Birding has become a renewed interest of mine the past two years. I say renewed because
when I was in elementary school I told everyone I was going to own my own bird zoo. I even
remember getting off the bus at my friend Todd’s house in Fillmore, UT for a little after school
birding. My dad would pick me up on the way home from work. I remember going to his
Grandpa’s house to see some of the caged birds he raised. I don’t remember all the birds his
grandpa had in those cages but I do remember the Golden Pheasant! I had never seen or heard
of a Golden Pheasant but it obviously stuck out in my mind.
My great grandma loved birds. I only lived a few blocks away in the little town of Meadow, UT. I
remember walking with her in her orchard as she taught me the names of birds. I particularly
remember one day sitting in her living room. She said, “Jason, come over here to the window”. I
looked out the window at her fruit tree and saw a flock of birds that fascinated me. I had never
seen them before. She told me that they were Cedar Waxwings. I’ve always loved Cedar
Waxwings ever since and cherish that memory with my grandma. I even remembered the
sound when I heard Waxwings years later. I don’t remember the details of other birds I saw
with her but I do remember one other thing she said. She taught me what the Meadowlark
sang. “Meadow is a pretty little town”.
As I mentioned, birding has become a renewed interest of mine in the last two years. Robert, a
friend of mine and fellow scout leader taught me a lot about birds on our campouts with the
scouts. In the last few years of backpacking I’ve studied the identification of wild flowers, trees,
weather patterns and this last year I devoted my learning to birds. I’ve always had an interest in
nature and after a few trips with Robert I realized I had a bunch to learn about birds. Robert has
a very cool birding blog http://www.birdingisfun.com
The trip that sparked my interest in birds happened in April, 2010. We camped and hiked at
Leslie Gulch in Oregon. While hiking, Robert pointed out a Ruby Crowned Kinglet, Bushtit,
White Throated Swift and a rare Long Eared Owl all of which I had no idea existed on the
planet. I decided then and there that I was going to learn my birds. I would have hiked that trail
before and never noticed them as something unique. I had seen the Swifts on a previous outing
and just assumed they were Swallows. He also called in a Canyon Wren & Rock Wren at our
campsite. He also called in a Northern Saw-whet Owl on a later trip to our cabin. I had called
Geese and Ducks to my decoys in my youth but I never realized there were so many birds that
you could call to get a close look.
I checked out some bird books from the library. I opened the book and realized that this was
going to be a daunting task to identify birds. I learned to fly fish from books and videos from the
library in the same way so I knew it was possible as long as it interested me. Many birds are so
identical that I had to figure out which birds to expect in an area and at what time of year. For
example, the Shrikes looked very similar. I realized that if I saw a Shrike in winter it was most
likely a Northern Shrike and if I saw one in the spring/summer it was most likely a Loggerhead
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Shrike. I also learned to become very familiar with the common local birds so that I could
recognize a new bird.
I have learned to identify a
few hundred birds but I
still get sensory overload
with sparrows, gulls,
flycatchers, fall warblers,
shorebirds, raptors, etc.
There is still a lot to learn
and I look forward to the
challenge. Identifying birds
has made my backcountry
fly fishing trips much more
fulfilling this past year as I
have tracked species that
I’ve seen. It’s added a level
of enjoyment to my
outdoor experience.
A young Spruce Grouse seen along the trail to Upper Hazard Lake while hiking
My favorite reason for
bird watching is that it is
with my two oldest daughters to go fishing
something I can do with my
daughters. I enjoy getting
them into the outdoors. It
is high on my priority list. It
is something they really
enjoy as long as I don’t
overdo it. We’ve had
some neat experiences in
the outdoors and they’ve
already seen some rare
and cool birds. They can
now identify many local
birds.

Birding has given me a
better appreciation for
nature and has enhanced
my other outdoor activities
with the greater awareness Brynn looking at a Swan, Geese, Ducks and Seagulls at a pond along the
and knowledge I have
greenbelt in downtown Boise
gained.
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A few of my favorite sightings over the past 1 ½ years:
1. Common Loon – I stopped at American Falls Reservoir on my way to Idaho Falls in the spring
of 2010. I looked out through some trees and got a glance of what I thought was a Common
Loon. It couldn’t be, I thought, they’re rare in southern Idaho! I’ve always wanted to see and
hear the cry of the Loon for years thinking it was one of the finest symbols of the wild. As I got
out of the vehicle and walked over to the clearing I noticed three Loons in beautiful summer
plumage. I was in shock. I followed them down the bluff for an hour or so hoping they’d make
their famous cry. I didn’t get to hear them but I felt very appreciative to have such an
experience. It wasn’t the coolest bird I’ve seen but it was definitely my favorite sighting. Oddly
enough, I witnessed another Common Loon a few months later in Cascade Lake. It’s amazing
what you can see in the wild when you’re paying attention!
2. Pileated Woodpecker – As I got a renewed interest in birding, two unfamiliar birds popped
out as intriguing to me as I familiarized myself with Idaho birds - The Pileated Woodpecker and
Varied Thrush. They rose to the top of the list of birds I wanted to see and I can’t explain why.
In July 2010, I had planned a family trip to Glacier National Park and realized there was a good
chance of seeing both species. We stayed the first night at our cabin on our way to Montana.
The next morning when I opened the door there was a Pileated Woodpecker on a tree 30 yards
away perfectly framed in the doorway. My jaw dropped. I watched it for a few seconds and
then turned to get my girls. When I returned it was gone. It was the only Pileated Woodpecker
I’ve seen at our cabin to this day. Have you ever felt like something was heaven sent?
3. Varied Thrush – As mentioned, I don’t know why this bird intrigues me so much but it does.
Maybe it’s the sound it makes or its secretive nature or maybe it’s the beautiful markings.
Whatever it is, it stands out in my mind as peculiar from all the other many birds in this area
that I find fascinating. While in Glacier National Park I hiked up to Avalanche Lake with two of
my girls. We had just come across a young bear that ran right in front of us on the trail. That
brought a lot of excitement and energy to our little adventure. We reached the lake to view the
many waterfalls cascading down the canyon walls into the lake. I noticed a female Goldeneye
on the lake. I had no idea if it was a Common or a Barrows Goldeneye at the time. With the sun
low in the sky and evening setting in we made our way back down the trail. From the tops of
the tall pine trees I heard the familiar sound I had heard on tape. The call of the Varied Thrush
signaling the end of another day. I never could see the few I heard but the call left a lasting
impression. I would have had no idea what that sound was a year earlier without my birding
background.
Later that year I was at my cabin with Robert and our families. He brought his fryer to deep fry
a Turkey which turned out very good. I learned a lot from him as we went birding around the
cabin. We were trying to track down a Pileated Woodpecker that we could hear. Robert got a
glimpse of it flying but I never could see it. As we were heading back to the cabin, Robert said
“look, a Varied Thrush”. I was in disbelief. I looked and looked as Robert tried to explain where
it was. I remember getting very anxious because I didn’t want to miss the opportunity. Finally, I
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saw it sitting on the pine bowel for a very good look. I was so relieved. That was one of the
most memorable bird sightings that I have encountered.
That night Robert was also able to call in a Great Horned Owl and Northern Saw-whet Owl from
the deck of the cabin. We never saw the Northern Saw-whet Owl but it got very close judging
from the sound. We also called in another unfamiliar sounding creature. It was unfamiliar to
Robert and we were both getting very excited. We followed it to the edge of the cabin from
where the sound was coming. I got more excited as Robert got more excited. This could be one
of those rarities every birder wants to experience. As we slowly peeked around the corner we
finally saw it. My teenage daughter was bent over laughing as we heard “tricked you”, followed
by the belly laughter of our wives. They got us!
4. Owls – Owls are probably my favorite. I’ve been very fortunate in my short birding
experience to see some great owls. My interest started when seeing a Long Eared Owl with
Robert in Leslie Gulch and my 2011 year bird list ended with the unimaginable Snowy Owl. I’ve
seen some great Owls in between these times. I’ve grown up seeing many Great Horned Owls
and a few Barn Owls but all the others are new and I get very excited when I can see one. My
favorite sighting was in the summer of 2010 while working. I was driving along the edge of the
Stanley Basin doing Grasshopper counts when I noticed a Great Gray Owl fly from the edge of
the forest out into the grass. I noticed it fly low and then pounce into the grass. I got to see
several pounces from several perches while it hunted the meadow. I didn’t realize at the time
what a grand occasion that really was.
I saw a Northern Pygmy Owl and a Northern Saw-whet Owl within a few weeks of each other
last winter in the Boise foothills. They were both notifications to other birders in the area from
IBLE (Idaho Birders Linked Electronically). I drove out to Lucky Peak to see if I could see the
Pygmy Owl the next day. The lady that reported it was there and had not seen it during the half
hour that she had been there. We both scanned the tree with no luck for another fifteen
minutes or so. It was looking bleak. Finally, she said, “there it is”. It was out on a branch sunning
itself. I don’t know how I didn’t see it unless it just moved because it was very close. I finally got
it in my binoculars. It surprised me when it turned its head and I saw its eyes. I thought I was
looking at its face with its eyes closed. It has a mask on the back of its head to fake out
predators such as myself. I found that very fascinating.
I took my daughters to see if we could find the Northern Saw-whet Owl reported at Hulls Gulch.
I looked in the tree where it was reported. It was difficult to see but the white wash on the
ground gave its location away making it very easy to spot. We got very good looks at this very
cute owl as my girls would say. It surprised me to see how small it was for being a predator.
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I saw a Western Screech Owl at dusk while running along a street at the base of the Boise
foothills. I was running through the nearby cemetery at night when I first heard the unfamiliar
screeching of a Barn Owl. I had no idea what it was. Yikes! I did see the owl later. I went home
and played all the Owl sounds and identified it as a Barn Owl. I also saw a Burrowing Owl out in
a plowed field when working in Idaho Falls which was very cool.
My favorite owl was the Snowy Owl. There was a discussion on IBLE a month previous
discussing an eruption year for Snowy Owls. Every so often they migrate further south than
normal. It is very rare to see a Snowy in southern Idaho but there had been reports in Pocatello,
Burley and Burns, OR creating some excitement and the possible opportunity to see one. Seeing
a Snowy owl was at the top of my list but I figured maybe I’d see it sometime during my lifetime
in the right place at the right time. I never expected to see it in southern Idaho. An E-mail was
sent the weekend before Christmas that there were two Snowy Owls in Nampa near Lake
Lowell. After a notification on Monday morning at work that they were still present, I left the
office within ten minutes and found myself driving to Nampa. When I arrived, there was a
crowd of people, five telescopes and a Fish and Game Officer at the site with more people
funneling in. They ended up being in a field behind my brother-in-law’s home. I got great views
of both owls through the telescope and was quickly on my way back to the office.
That was the first time I’ve ever been with a group of birders. There was a lot of excitement and
everyone was willing to share their telescope and discuss details about the birds. It was a very
fun atmosphere. There’s a big difference when you discover something yourself vs being
notified and seeing it in a “zoo like” atmosphere. Nevertheless, it was very awesome to see two
Snowy Owls so close to home. It was a big enough deal that it made the channel 7 news. I took
my girls out the following evening on our way to the family Christmas party and they were all
able to see them. What a beautiful bird. There are still a lot of people driving by to check it out
even as I write this in early January. The Snowy Owl is a huge check on my species list.

Picture taken by Dave Lawrence of a Snowy Owl
in a Nampa field near Lake Lowell

Picture taken by coworker Dustin Grant’s daughter
Savannah (12) of the other Snowy on a nearby rooftop
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5. California Condor – Another big check on my list is the California Condor. While visiting my
brother in Page, AZ during spring break this year he invited me to go on a ride-along in his
patrol car. He’s a state trooper. He planned his day to patrol the area near Navajo Bridge
because he knew I wanted to see a California Condor and he had been seeing them in the area.
When we arrived at Navajo Bridge there were no Condors to be seen. We scanned the cliffs
carefully but there are a million places they could be. We left not being able to see them but we
would try on our way back. It was pretty entertaining hearing my brothers work stories. He has
quite a few stories between being a state trooper, security officer at the jail and serving in Iraq.
On our return we again stopped at the bridge and scanned the cliffs from the bridge that
crosses the river. With no luck we decided to head back to Page. As I turned to leave, I noticed
something big out of the corner of my eye. Flying up the canyon were two huge Condors. They
landed under the highway bridge on the rafters next to us. What a sight! I was witnessing a bird
that nearly became extinct.
California Condor at Navajo Bridge, Arizona
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He took me to a few places where he had seen Road Runners but I didn’t have any luck with
that one. On the same trip our families went to the Grand Canyon. While there we took our
children to listen to the ranger program about the recovery of the California Condor. The girls
were learning a lot and really enjoyed the presentation. During the middle of the presentation,
a Condor flew right over us on the edge of the canyon. There was a great excitement in the
crowd as we watched it disappear around the canyon. I know that left an impression on my
girls.
6. Great-tailed Grackle – I’ll always remember the first Great-tailed Grackle that I saw. I was in
Page, AZ leaving my brothers house while sitting in the van. One of my daughters was saying
prayers to bless our travels. During the prayer, a Grackle flew by and out of my excitement I
exclaimed something like “wow, a Grackle”. I instantly realized the mistake I had made as I
received glares from my wife and older daughters. Oops, I thought. I didn’t have a good excuse
as to why my eyes were open during prayer as I had taught them. All I could say was sorry. I
never got a good look at the Grackle needless to say. I never even knew they were in the area.
Later in the trip I got my first real good look at one at the doctor’s office downtown. I saw
several throughout Page while visiting. I love listening to them. Some have mistaken them for a
siren at first.
7. Northern Mockingbird – I remember waking early to a sound outside my hotel window. I was
in Torrey, UT just outside Capitol Reef National park. I went out on the balcony and looked out
over the beautiful desert toward the red sandstone cliffs from where the sound originated.
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It was a Northern Mockingbird singing on top of one of the trees. It was making a variety of
sounds and mimicking the songs of several other songbirds. It was early so I decided to go take
a walk through the desert while my family slept. I got close looks at the Mockingbird as I made
my way out through the desert. It reminded me of the Yellow Breasted Chat back home in our
foothills with all the different sounds it makes. While walking I saw my first Gamble’s Quail.
When I returned the Mockingbird was still there. I took my girls out on the balcony to let them
listen. I explained to them why it was called a Mockingbird and the bird did a great job of
playing along. My wife and girls thought that was the neatest thing that a bird could make all
those different sounds.
8. Hooded Merganser – I guess Hooded Mergansers are a common bird in southern Idaho if you
know where to look. I’d never seen one before. I noticed the picture in a bird book and realized
it was a bird I could see in this area. It was right behind the Wood Duck in beauty with its
beautiful plumage. It was a bird I had anticipated seeing last year when winter arrived along
with the Goldeneyes. I searched many known locations Robert told me about and had not seen
one realizing it was still a little early. I finally saw my first Hooded Merganser at Ann Morrison
Park. They are a colorful bird. I later took my girls to see them and they were all very impressed
and anxiously awaited their turn to see them in the binoculars. I have seen several since that
first bird and I never get tired of looking at them.

Hooded Mergansers along the Boise River
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Wood Duck along the Boise River

9. Evening & Pine Grosbeaks – While leaving the cabin, I noticed a flock of birds that flew and
landed in the nearby tree. I got out of the van to see my first Evening Grosbeaks. They were a
real treat. It is amazing the birds that I have seen at my cabin. The next time I saw Evening
Grosbeaks were at my feeder this spring during some bad weather. They stuck around for
about a week along with a Black Headed Grosbeak. Another exciting bird I saw was when I was
camping at Goose Lake this summer. The fishing suffered but the birding was great. I walked
out of my tent one morning to find Pine Grosbeaks at our campsite. One was perched on my
truck. I just sat there and watched wondering how I get so lucky. I think the secret is just
creating opportunities by getting out into the great outdoors. Later that day near our campsite I
saw Red Crossbill, Cassin’s Finch and one of the Varied Thrush I had heard the night before.
10. Williamson’s Sapsucker – While walking the loop at our cabin this summer I got a glimpse of
a female Williamson’s Sapsucker as it spiraled up a trunk before going out of site. I couldn’t
believe my eyes. As I made my way around the circle I spotted a male. It’s getting to the point
where people aren’t going to believe me when I mention the birds I’ve seen this year. This was
another huge check on my bird list. I had seen a Three-Toed Woodpecker at Alturas Lake earlier
in the summer.
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11. Bobolink – There was a report on IBLE about Bobolinks out in some fields near Middleton
last spring. This is a bird that I remember as a youngster that stuck out in my mind. I packed up
my family and we went for a ride. I traveled down the road without any luck of seeing them. I
had shown my daughters what they looked like so I had many eyes looking out the van window.
I returned down the same road, pulled over a bit to look but nothing. I had given up and was
driving away when Jacie said, “Dad, I just saw one”. I looked over to where she was looking and
sure enough there was a Bobolink flying over the irrigated field. I gave her a high five. I got
several good looks and after coming back from a walk I noticed another just above the van on
the tree. The girls were able to get good looks. I saw a half dozen out in the field before we left.
We stopped in Middleton for ice cream cones to celebrate Jacie’s great find. She had a smile a
mile wide.
12. Western Tanager – While camping in 2010 at Trinity Lakes I noticed my young daughter
slowly approach a Western Tanager near our tent. I couldn’t believe how close she was without
spooking the bird. I grabbed my camera and headed over. I got within several feet when I took
this picture. It foraged paying little attention to us. We backed off and just watched as it made
its way around our campsite looking for food. My girls love the Western Tanager and can now
recognize it and remember its name.
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13. Warblers – I look forward to spring migration and the chance to spot a new Warbler. I’ve
spotted the following Warblers in the Boise foothills (Lucky Peak & Avimore): Yellow Warbler,
Yellow-rumped Warbler, MacGillivray’s Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Wilson’s Warbler & Yellow
Breasted Chat. I’ve seen all these Warblers at my cabin except the Nashville Warbler & Yellow
Breasted Chat but have added Orange-crowned Warbler & Townsend Warbler. I’ve seen
Common Yellowthroat at a marsh near Star and saw a Black-throated Gray Warbler near Notch
Peak in Utah while camping and looking for Trilobites. I also saw a Graces Warbler at Bryce
Canyon last summer. It’s fun to see what each migration might bring. Warblers easily go
unnoticed unless you are looking for them. My very first Warbler that I identified was a Yellowrumped Warbler the same day I saw the Common Loons at American Falls Reservoir. I
remember looking it up in the bird book and thinking what a cool looking bird.
14. Shrikes – Last spring while testing field GPS software doing insect counts north of Emmett I
saw two Loggerhead Shrikes. Later down the road I saw another Shrike at Crane Creek
Reservoir. Last January, I saw a Northern Shrike while running along Seaman’s Gulch. They are
cool birds to check off the list. They intrigued me when I read that they lack talons so they stun
or kill their prey with blows from their powerful beaks. Then, if they do not eat their prey
immediately, they impale it on thorns or barbed wire. This serves not only as a food cache but
also marks territory and attracts mates. What’s not to like about that!
15. Caspian Terns – I was on the way back
from Twin Falls from Cami’s soccer
tournament and we (Cami, Brynn and I)
decided to stop at Hagerman WMA to fish
Oster Lakes. Cami and Brynn both caught fish.
I don’t attempt to fly fish anymore when I
have my girls with me. It doesn’t work well
when I’m constantly untangling line or
undoing snags although they are doing a lot
better now that they’re older. What does
work well is carrying a pair of binoculars. The
lake was noisy with Red Winged and Yellow
Headed Blackbirds. After Oster Lakes we went over to the big lake and I watched my girls fish.
While fishing we watched and heard noisy Caspian Terns. We loved watching them as they
dipped their wings back and dove hard into the water. It reminded me of the time I saw Brown
Pelicans doing the same thing on the coast. It was a marvel to see how they fished.
Brown Pelicans along the Pacific Coast
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16. American Avocet – One of my favorite days of birding was stopping at Camas Centennial
Marsh in May to see several shorebirds and ducks along with the beautiful Camas bloom.
Shorebirds were new to me and they still are. That was the first time I identified and got close
looks at American Avocets, Black Necked Stilts, Willets, Wilson’s Phalaropes, Ruddy Duck, Blue
Winged Teal and Sandpipers that I could not identify. I also identified a Lesser Scaup earlier that
day along with seeing Pintail and several other common ducks. That was the first day I really
payed attention to shorebirds, all being new to me, and it left a lasting impression. It was neat
seeing that many new birds all at the same time and being able to identify them using the bird
book. Talk about sensory overload. On the way home I also identified an Eared Grebe and I
think a Virginia Rail. There were others that went unidentified. It would be nice trying that day
again knowing what I know now.

Wilson’s Phalarope

American Avocet

Willet

Black-necked Stilt
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17. Red Breasted Nuthatch – I saw my first Nuthatch at a coworkers home in Princeton. I love
calling in the Red Breasted Nuthatch at our cabin with the girls around. I tell them to stand still
and not talk and wait next to a pine tree. I start my swishing sound that Robert taught me and
soon there are Red Breasted Nuthatches, Black Capped Chickadees and Ruby Crowned Kinglets
sometimes within arm’s length investigating the noise. It’s fun to see my girls’ faces and
countenances light up when they experience the congregation of birds flying from the woods
and surrounding them. They think I’m quite the outdoorsman.
18. Phainopepla – I saw a Phainopepla while hiking through the Zion Wilderness with my
daughter Cami. We were actually trying to see a Road Runner but I ended up seeing my first
Blue Gray Gnatcatchers and a Phainopepla which was a real treat. It is mainly a tropical bird
that gets as far north as southern Utah. I guess that’s why I thought it was pretty cool. I didn’t
quite complete the trail through the Road Runner habitat. The biting flies were starting to really
bother Cami so we turned back early. The Road Runner is a bird that seems to keep eluding me.
It will be a big check when I finally get to see one.
19. Western Scrub Jay – I hiked City of Rocks and the Pocatello foothills the spring of 2010
trying to see a Scrub Jay or Pinyon Jay but with no luck. I did get to see a Green Tailed Towhee,
Red Crossbill, Blue Grouse, and White Breasted Nuthatch and hear a Common Poorwill that
evening at City of Rocks for my efforts. It wasn’t until last winter around Thanksgiving that an
IBLE report confirmed a rare sighting in Hidden Springs. That was an extra thing to be thankful
for last Thanksgiving when a few of my daughters and I went out and found it. It’s a rarity in the
Boise area. What a beautiful bird with character. Since then I’ve seen them in Portland, Grand
Canyon and both Jays in southern Utah in several places on our trip last summer visiting the
National Parks.
20. Northern Goshawk – This Thanksgiving was also kind to me. I was hiking on the trails in the
sagebrush covered hills above the Velodrome Park in Eagle. Much to my surprise, a Northern
Goshawk flew around the corner of the hill and lit on a tall sagebrush next to me. It didn’t seem
concerned at all about my presence. I was so close that I could have had an excellent picture
without any zoom. This was quite a nice surprise and totally unexpected. I’ve hiked these trails
a lot and have never seen one. I had a long distance glimpse at what I’m pretty sure was a
Northern Goshawk at Stanley Lake in central Idaho. That is the environment that I have always
pictured seeing one but I guess the Boise foothills in winter can produce a few. Nice sighting
within a mile of my home.
21. American Bittern & Green Heron – These are another of my favorite sightings since they’re
so rare to see. I was at Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge in Washington in 2010. I was looking
for an American Bittern but ended up finding a Green Heron. No complaints. This last summer I
again found myself at the refuge and the visitor center was open after hours so I was able to
talk to a staff person. They said an American Bittern had been spotted earlier in the day but had
since flown to another pond. I asked the general direction and then set off. I searched and
searched and searched but with no success. I ended up walking to where I saw the Heron the
year before. Again I searched and searched but nothing.
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As I turned to leave I noticed something out of the corner of my eye. It was a miracle. I don’t
know how I saw it but I could see a beak and partial neck and head sticking up in the air in the
reeds. I found it in my binoculars and sure enough it was an American Bittern. I watched it for a
while as it remained motionless and then saw it walk through a clearing and then fly across the
pond. I talked to a man that has been going there for years to see a Green Heron but has yet to
see one. I feel very lucky to have seen these two species.
22. Eurasian Widgeon – This fall I walked along the ponds in the Lexington Hills subdivision in
Eagle to look for a Eurasian Widgeon among the flocks of American Widgeon. Robert had found
one the fall before but I never did see it as many times as I went back and looked. This year I
went in late October and found it. It stuck around for several weeks but I have not seen it since.
There seems to be a small window of opportunity to see it. The Eurasian Widgeon is a rarity but
a few pop up in the Boise area each year. This sighting was my first IBLE posting. This was
another great reason to get my family out for a walk. They were all able to see it on a few
occasions.

A rare Eurasian Widgeon with American Widgeon in a nearby subdivision pond in Eagle
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Starting 2012 with a Big BANG
The following are a few highlights from a work trip this January to Washington. I had a little
time and light to spare after work and one lunch hour to visit a couple of close locations. I
added six new life birds. Highlights were a flock of Harlequin Ducks, and several flocks of
Scoters at the city pier. Another highlight was watching huge flocks of GW Gulls evacuate as an
Eagle flew over and landed right next to me in the Creek. Other highlights at Nisqually NWR
included a Snowy Owl, Peregrine Falcon, several Bald Eagles and flocks of Cackling Geese
landing at sunset. The biggest highlight were two American Bitterns right next to the path that
thought they were camouflaged. What a trip!
Des Moines City pier – Glaucous-winged Gulls, Harlequin Ducks, Surf Scoters, White-winged
Scoters, Horned Grebes, both Goldeneyes & close looks at Bald Eagles
Olympia – Greater Scaup, Stellar’s Jay, Pileated Woodpecker (voice), Anna’s Hummingbird
Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge – Snowy Owl (rare), Peregrine Falcon, American Bittern, Bald
Eagles, Glaucous-winged Gulls, Cackling Geese, Golden Crowned Sparrow and most of the
expected ducks on the refuge list.

Surf Scoter at Des Moines City Pier
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Incredible close-up views of an American Bittern at Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge
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Memorable Lifetime Sightings:
1. Bald Eagle – I’ve grown up
seeing the awe inspiring Bald
Eagle. It is a great symbol of
our nation. I never saw Eagles
like I did in Alaska in 2007. I
traveled around southeast
Alaska for a couple weeks
while working and I saw them
everywhere. My favorite
sighting happened in Tracy
Arm on a guided
glacier/wildlife tour before
my work began. I noticed an
Eagle soaring over our boat
when suddenly it dove to the
water. It struggled for a
moment and then attempted
to fly off with its prey.
Realizing it wasn’t going to
get off the ground with such
a large fish, it used its wings
like flippers. It started
swimming it to shore. It has
to be one of the most
amazing things I have
witnessed in nature and it
took us all by surprise. I
actually have the Eagle
swimming the fish to shore
on video.
Bald Eagles in Sitka, AK
2. Puffins – While on a ten day fishing trip on the Kenai Peninsula in Alaska in 2004 I saw a
multitude of birds and bird colonies. I wasn’t a birder at the time so I didn’t take advantage of
the opportunity to identify them but Puffins caught my attention. It was very cool seeing them
dive into the water and then start swimming. I also remember the pesky Seagulls. We had to
time our casts so they wouldn’t eat our bait (Herring) before it sank.
3. Red Throated Loon – I did have some interest in birds in 2007. I remember asking the Captain
on the Tracy Arm glacier/wildlife excursion to point out any Loons that he saw. I was fortunate
to see a Red Throated Loon in summer plumage. What a beautiful bird in such beautiful
surroundings. I also remember seeing a Harlequin Duck later on that trip in Skagway. That was
a bird I always wanted to see from my Duck hunting experiences so I was able to recognize it.
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4. Osprey – I took my family camping at Trinity Lakes in 2004. While fishing we saw an Osprey
dive into the water from high in the air, make a big splash, and come out with a fish. That left
quite an impression on all of us. Playing in the lake was also a River Otter so it made for an
eventful day.
5. Sage Grouse Lek – I was hiking alone in the Owyhee’s on April fool’s day and flushed a few
Sage Grouse. I walked further and realized there were several grouse. I soon realized the males
on the small hillside were puffing out their chest and that I was in the middle of a mating ritual.
I just sat down and watched being careful not to disturb. What a cool experience.
6. Common Merganser – I remember seeing a dead Merganser while hunting. I remember the
orange scissor bill and the beautiful red fluffed head. I didn’t know what it was at the time. I
later found out from my friend’s dad (game warden) that it was a Common Merganser. It was a
common bird but new to me at the time.
While hunting, I remember seeing hundreds of blackbirds weaving in flight, making dazzling
scenes as they flew to and fro in huge masses while the sky masqueraded its beautiful colors at
sunset. It was amazing to me that so many birds could be flying so fast in such a tight formation
and not crash into each other.
7. Snow Geese - I remember flying over Fort Boise Wildlife Area a few years ago on my way
back from Oregon. I remember looking down and seeing thousands of white geese circling
below me. It was a cool view from above looking down at them from an airplane.
8. Peregrine Falcon – While hiking along Little Jacks Creek one spring I came upon a noisy raptor
sounding its alarm call. I soon saw it as it started frantically flying around and realized it was a
Peregrine Falcon. It was letting me know that I wasn’t welcome. I left thinking that was a cool
way to see my first Peregrine Falcon.
9. Albino Crow – A few years ago I was running along Seaman’s Gulch near my home when I
came across hundreds of Crows. In the mix was an Albino Crow. Oddly enough, I saw an Albino
Deer last year on the next ridge over while hiking in the Boise foothills.

An Albino Deer seen in the Boise foothills while hiking at dusk
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Backyard Birds
I was greatly surprised at the birds we attracted to our yard this year by putting up a bird feeder
and hummingbird feeder.

The view of a Great Horned Owl from my back door

The following is a list of birds I saw in my back yard in 2011:
1. Evening Grosbeak – rare surprise (we had them for a week during some bad weather last
spring)
2. Black headed Grosbeak – rare surprise (came the same time as the Evening Grosbeaks)
3. Lazuli Bunting – Nice surprise and colorful addition to the backyard last spring
4. American Goldfinch
5. House Finch
6. House Sparrow
7. Mourning Dove
8. Red Winged Blackbird - uncommon
9. Brewers Blackbird - uncommon
10. Brown Headed Blackbird - uncommon
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11. Great Horned Owl – rare surprise (sat in our tree one afternoon)
12. Raven & Crow
13. Merlin – rare surprise (feathers went flying as it hit the bush next to the bird feeder and
came away with a sparrow from the chase) I see it a few times each winter in our
neighborhood.
14. Cedar Waxwing
15. Starling
16. American Robin
17. Dark Eyed Junco - winter
18. Black Chinned Hummingbird
19. Yellow Warbler – nice surprise last spring
20. Wilson’s Warbler – rare surprise last spring
21. Western Tanager (there were many in Idaho in 2010)
22. Bullock’s Oriole – spring/summer
23. Cooper’s Hawk – rare surprise
24. Ruby Crowned Kinglet

American Goldfinch and House Finch from the kitchen window at our backyard feeder (early 2011)
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Lifetime Birds
It’s been fun to track species that I’ve seen. It just so happens that I started tracking species this
year; the same year as the movie “The Big Year” featuring Owen Wilson, Jack Black and Steve
Martin. Three disparate men, each facing unique personal challenges, try to outdo each other
in the ultimate bird-watching competition in 1998 - the year El Nino brought an unprecedented
number of species to North America. Their quest takes them on an unforgettable trek
throughout North America.

Steller’s Jay at Mount Rainier National Park

I’m very close to hitting the point of diminishing returns when it comes to seeing new birds in
my area with the exception of Gulls & Shorebirds which are difficult for me to Identify. There
are a few birds that I’ve yet to see that are high on my list for this area. A few include: American
Redstart, Bohemian Waxwing, Sora, White-headed Woodpecker, Short-eared Owl, Whitefronted Goose and Red Eyed & Plumbeous Vireos. Hopefully I’ll get another opportunity to see
a rare migrating Jaeger, Northern Parula or Long-tailed Duck that I missed out on. I’ve always
wanted to see a Northern Bobwhite & Gyrfalcon but that could be difficult in Idaho. I really
want to see a Wood Stork which is on Idaho’s list as a rarity. I don’t think I’ll be seeing a Wood
Stork in Idaho but who knows – I wasn’t expecting to see a Snowy Owl in Nampa either.
There are still many birds I want to see. I get excited when I get to go to an area where I can see
new birds. I’m now interested in visiting places like the Everglades, southern Texas and
southern Arizona. A fishing trip back to Alaska will also include binoculars. I really need to get a
nice camera as well. It will be interesting to see what the future brings and the places it takes
me.
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